


Founded in 1989, PNH Enterprises Inc. (‘PNH Solutions’) is a large format print services provider of 
turnkey solutions for events, retail environments, exhibits and trade shows. Based in Montreal and 
Toronto, PNH Solutions specializes in printing dye sublimated fabric, vinyl, adhesives, rigid and 
recyclable substrates, as well as providing all the necessary hardware accessories and displays 
around those offerings. Beyond our standard products, which can all be personalized with any visual, 
brand name or logo, PNH Solutions also offers fully customized displays and hardware accessories.

PNH Solutions manages the entire project process from listening, ideation and consultation; modeling 
and 3D rendering; product development and detailed design; prepress and color management; print, 
sewing and �nishing; fabrication and build, kitting and distribution; on-site services (site survey and 
installation) to client asset management. 

PNH Solutions also has departments dedicated to design/build in millwork, metal and electrical work. 
With a large and diverse manufacturing capability, comprised of the latest, automated equipment and 
highly skilled artisans, PNH Solutions is able to oversee every step of a production to offer the very 
best quality control, project management and turnaround time – that’s our value proposition!

Recognized internationally for the quality of our products and services, PNH Solutions proudly counts 
small businesses, large Fortune 500 corporations, event organizers and agencies, entertainment 
companies, marketing agencies, designers, government organizations and sports teams and leagues, 
among our loyal clients. 

PNH Solutions helps organizations, big and small, ‘Brand anything, Brand anywhere,’ in full con�dence

BUILDING BRANDED ENVIRONMENTS



BUILDING BRANDED ENVIRONMENTS

Project Consultation+ Management

Research & Development

Graphic Design

Printing Capabilities

In-House Finishing

Custom capabilities

On-site services

Shipping Services

Client asset management

• Product suggestions • Plan and monitor project from A to Z

• Stock product modi�cation • Custom product design

• 3D rendering and modeling • Pre-press • Colour management 

• Roll to roll dye sublimation up to 10’ wide • Roll to roll solvent 
printing up to 16’ wide • Roll to roll and rigid stock  • Flatbed UV 
printing up to 98” wide • Roll to roll latex printing up to 126” wide 
• Vinyl Lettering

• RF welding • Sewing department • Die cutting • Lamination 
• Hot cut • Silicone beading

• Wood, metal and electrical works

• Site survey • Installation and Decommission

• Kitting • Ful�llment • Distribution

• Storage • Distribution  



ANALOG WAY
In order to make a lasting impression at the 2016 InfoComm conference, 
Analog Way wanted to add a unique touch to its 20’ x 20’ booth.
 
Following a consultation with Analog Way, PNH Solutions was commis-
sioned to print dye sublimated tension fabric panels, measuring up to 24’ 
W x 8’ H, on both sides of hanging, modular structure. With silicone edges, 
the fabric panels were able to slide into the structure’s recessed grooves, 

both easily and quickly, and remain taut, without any creases or folds, for 
the duration of the event.
 
With Analog Way’s emblematic logo and colors printed on both sides of 
their hanging display, PNH Solutions successfully helped them create a 
one-of-a-kind look for their event.

EXHIBITS



MICANAN 
For its 30’x 30’ tradeshow booth, Micanan wanted to create a big, open 
space, where it could meet with past, present and prospective clients to 
discuss their products and services. 

In order to maximize their space, PNH Solutions suggested a fully-custom 
L-shaped media wall that would be placed along the perimeter of their 
designated area.  PNH Solutions also recommended a hanging display 
(‘Fabgraphic Halo’), so clients could locate their booth, easily and quickly, 

even from afar. Made of modular, aluminum pieces, both the fully-custom 
L-shaped media wall and the hanging display were covered with dye 
sublimated printed tension fabric.
 
The overall result was a success – PNH Solutions was able to complete an 
attractive, spacious booth to Micanan’s entire satisfaction. With their logo 
and text against a black backdrop, PNH Solutions was able to help Micanan 
promote itself effectively with a booth that its clients could recognize and 
remember. 

EXHIBITS



NAIZIL COATED FABRICS
In order to solicit interest around its latest products and services at a tradeshow, Naizil Coated 
Fabrics wanted a simple, yet powerful 10’ x 20’ booth that it could assemble itself. 

With that in mind, PNH Solutions suggested a custom size L-shaped media wall with printed dye 
sublimated tension fabric and custom sampling tables. In order to complete the booth and create a 
fully branded environment, PNH Solutions also supplied a couple of self-standing banners (‘Flexi 
Signs’) that, like all the other products, had Naizil Coated Fabrics’ brand name and images. 

PNH Solutions successfully completed a sleek tradeshow booth, comprised of modular pieces, that 
Naizil Coated Fabrics was able to assemble itself, without any professional help.  

EXHIBITS



FOCUS HOME INTERACTIVE

To promote its latest video games at the Electronic Entertainment Expo 
2017, Focus Home Interactive wanted to attract the public to its space, 
where it could try its new game.
 
To that effect, PNH Solutions printed dye sublimated fabric panels of 
different sizes, up to 64’ H and 18’ W to �t the wooden, modular 
self-standing structure. As some of the fabric panels were welded together, 

PNH Solutions had to ensure that the visuals lined up perfectly. Finished 
with a silicone edge, the printed fabric panels slid into the structure’s 
recessed grooves and remained in place for the duration of the event.

Despite time constraints and technical challenges related to the shape and 
size of the structure, PNH Solutions was able to complete the project 
on-time and to the client’s entire satisfaction. 

EXHIBITS



PLB
In order to stand out at its tradeshow, PLB wanted a unique, innovative display 
to promote its products and services.

 Following a consultation with PLB, PNH Solutions designed and built a fully 
custom, backlit tower with a revolving 4’ W x 3’ H header, built-in shelves and 
storage space. In order to be easily noticeable, PLB chose backlit panels, 
made of printed dye sublimated fabric. To reduce shipping and installation 
costs, PNH Solutions designed the structure in such a way that it could �t on a 
shipping pallet and be set-up, without any professional help.
  
PLB was pleased with the �nal result. When they arrived on-site, PLB was 
able to assemble the product, both easily and quickly, by following detailed 
instructions. Once it was set-up, the tall, backlit tower was visible and recog-
nizable throughout the exhibit hall.

EXHIBITS



HOT WHEELS
To celebrate Hot Wheels’ 50th anniversary, the toy manufacturer wanted to create a truly 
unique, interactive display at the 2017 Toronto Auto Show.
 
For the occasion, PNH Solutions had the chance to build, print and install the centerpiece of 
the exhibit and the 32’ W x 3’ H x 8’ D base for the fully operational Hot Wheels track, a 
12’ W x 9’ H arch and 6 10’ W x 18’ H tracks for full-size Hot Wheels cars.

The centerpiece was built out of modular, wooden pieces and covered in printed tension 
fabric and �oor graphics; the arch was made of aluminum and covered in printed tension 
fabric; and, the tracks were made of �oor graphics (‘ShowFloor’) and rigid panels that were 
lit up with LEDs. Beyond those fully custom products, that were designed, built and printed 
entirely in-house, PNH Solutions also supplied a couple of standard products, including 
banner stands (‘Fabgraphic Harmony Stands’) and media walls (‘Fabgraphic Pop-Up Media 
Walls’).

By creating a fully branded environment with engaging marketing solutions, PNH Solutions 
successfully helped Hot Wheels attract the public to its display and make a lasting impres-
sion among the attendees of the event.

EXHIBITS



CINEPLEX
To promote the release of Rampage in Cineplex theaters, Cineplex was looking to use fun 
and engaging marketing pieces in 4 different locations across Ontario. 

To that effect, PNH Solutions was commissioned to design, build and print 
larger-than-life snacks:  a 12’ bag of popcorn, a 10‘ tall soda cup, basketball-sized 
popcorn kernels and a jumbo straw. 

PNH Solutions completed the project to Cineplex’s entire satisfaction. Despite their size, 
as lightweight and modular pieces, Cineplex was able to bring them to the different 
locations and set them up both easily and quickly.  

ACTIVATIONS



EMPORIO ARMANI
As part of Emporio Armani’s campaign for its new fragrance, ‘Stronger than You,’ the high-end 
fashion retailer held a brand activation to engage the public in its new product. 

For the event, PNH Solutions had the opportunity to modify a 12’ W x 10’ H outdoor media 
back-wall (‘Fabgraphic Outdoor Media Wall’), to include part of a real-life taxi. In order to 
create a 3D effect, PNH Solutions altered both the printed dye-sublimated fabric panel and the 
banner stand accordingly. With blockout fabric, the visual remained clear, even as it was 
placed outdoors.

PNH Solutions successfully completed the fully-custom media wall, on time, and to the client's 
complete satisfaction. By creating a marketing piece that was out of the ordinary, PNH 
Solutions was able to attract people to the brand activation and contribute to its success. 

ACTIVATIONS



PARTICIPACTION 
For Canada’s 150th anniversary, ParticipACTION selected 150 activities that de�ne Canadian 
culture. For the reveal at Nathan Philips Square, the non-pro�t organization that promotes healthy 
living and physical �tness, sought to create an interactive environment, where the public could try 
some of the activities it was promoting. 

Based on ParticpACTION’s original design, PNH Solutions produced a custom made 150-shaped 
activity course, made of a modular, aluminum pieces, that was covered in printed, dye-sublimated 
tension fabric panels and that was rested on a printed graphic �oor (‘ShowFloor’).

With ParticpACTION’s distinctive colors, orange and purple, and demarcations on the graphic 
�ooring for different activities, including curling, stick pull and wheelchair racing, PNH Solutions 
created an attractive branded area, where the organization could promote its activities, while 
engaging the public. 

ACTIVATIONS



TD 
To promote a new limited-time offer, TD 
held a brand activation in a popular 
shopping center, where it was able to 
interact directly with the public and inform 
them about their products and services. 

To make it possible, PNH Solutions 
modi�ed a pop-up media wall 
(‘Fabrgraphic Pop-Up Media Wall’) to 
include TV mounts and �at-screen TVs, so 
that it could provide more information to 
its prospective clients.  The products were 
then covered with printed tension fabric 
that had the company’s brand name, 
colors and logo. PNH Solutions also 
supplied standard products, like 
retractable banners (‘Wing Retractable 
Banner Stand’) and printed �oor graphics 
(‘ShowFloor’) to create a fully branded 
environment. 

As turnkey marketing products, all the 
products, including the modi�ed pop-up 
media walls, were ready to use after a 
simple installation process.

ACTIVATIONS



BEST BUY
As part of a strategy to improve its shopping experience, Best Buy chose to revitalize its retail stores across Canada. By reorganizing 
the layout of its stores and improving the way it advertises its departments and brands, Best Buy sought to help clients �nd products 
more easily. 

As Best Buy wanted to create a more immersive and interactive environment, in 2017, it commissioned PNH Solutions to produce 
thousands of custom-built Wall Mounted and Standing Silicone Edge Graphic (SEG) Fabric Lightboxes of varying sizes, from 24” W x 
5” H to 15’11” W x 9’ H, for 15 of its stores across Canada. Printed on dye sublimated tension fabric, the backlit visuals were chosen 
for their ability to command attention and engage consumers. The products were also an ideal choice for a retail environment, as the 
visuals could be replaced, both easily and quickly, with every seasonal campaign. 

Despite the high volume of products that had to be complete within a short period of time, PNH Solutions was able to �nalize the 
project, on time, and coordinate the deliveries throughout cities across Canada. By overseeing every stage of production in-house, 
from project managing, printing and sewing to manufacturing (frame assembly & lighting), PNH Solutions was able to add any 
additional pieces at the eleventh hour. To attest to both the success of the marketing strategy, as well as the level of satisfaction with 
PNH Solutions’ products and services, Best Buy appointed the large format printing and hardware specialists to complete more stores 
throughout Canada in 2018. 

RETAIL SIGNAGE



SWATCH
With a major retail store expansion throughout North, Central and South 
America, Swatch was looking to create an engaging environment, with a 
new, modern appearance, to promote its latest products.
 
To complete the task, PNH Solutions supplied thousands of different 
custom-built Wall-Mounted Silicone Edge Graphic (SEG) Fabric Frames and 
Lightboxes.  As every store was different, the project required a high degree 
of precision during all stages of production, since the dimensions, as well as 
the mosaic con�guration of the frames, varied from one store to the other. 
Once the aluminum frames were built, each fabric panel was printed and 
cut, following speci�c color codes and stretch factors. As the visuals often 
spanned across many different fabric panels, each frame and print had to 
align perfectly with the others. Once �nalized, PNH Solutions coordinated 
the logistics of getting all the products to this wide-ranging geographic area 
in a timely manner.

Despite those challenges, PNH Solutions completed SEG Fabric Frames and 
Lightboxes on time and to Swatch’s complete satisfaction. With silicone 

edges, the fabric panels were able to stretch over the frames and �t into the 
recessed grooves perfectly. Aligned seamlessly with one another, without 
any apparent gaps or spaces, the SEG Fabric Frames and Lightboxes were 
able to completely cover the interior store walls and window spaces. Visible 
during the day and at night, the SEG Fabric Frames and Lightboxes and 
prints offered an attractive storefront and �oor plan, which helped leave a 
lasting impression among visitors both inside and outside the Swatch retail 
stores.

RETAIL SIGNAGE



VISA

For the 2015, 2016 and 2017 Toronto International Film Festival, PNH 
Solutions had the opportunity to help Visa further promote its products and 
services, with a unique outdoor digital display casing. Though Visa was already 
advertising the perks it was offering its clients on a digital display, the 
company saw an opportunity to optimize the space around it and to cover the 
truss system that was supporting it. 

To that effect, PNH Solutions built and painted a modular wooden structure 
and then covered it in printed fabric panels. Once on-site, PNH Solutions 

assembled the structure before the event and dissembled it once it was over. 
With sewn on Velcro on the fabric panels and the wooden structure, the 
printed fabric panels were able to remain intact throughout the event. 

By creating an attractive, advertising space around the digital display, PNH 
Solutions helped Visa’s brand name and message stand out even more during 
the event

OTHER CUSTOM SOLUTIONS



ALBERTA TOURISM
In order to promote their tourism industry, Tourism Alberta was looking for a fun and 
interactive way to engage the public in the Byward Market, in Ottawa.

To complete the task, PNH Solutions was commissioned to supply 4 distinct, themed 
rickshaws. With  props and printed adhesive, PNH Solutions was able to successfully 
transform ordinary rickshaws into unique marketing pieces that de�ne the tourism industry 
in Alberta: golf, �shing, dinosaur and chuck wagons.

Despite being used outdoors for an extended period of time, where they were subject to 
wind, rain and hail, the products remained intact for the duration of the campaign.

OTHER CUSTOM SOLUTIONS



VITRINE SUR MTL
To celebrate Montreal’s 375th anniversary, PNH Solutions transformed the 
water fountain at Place Montreal Trust intro a fully custom meeting point for 
a virtual experience, called ‘Vitrine sur MTL,’where the public could stand in 
front of interactive screens, take pictures of themselves in front of their 
favorite iconic spots in the city and share them on social media for a chance 
to win a variety of prizes. 

PNH Solutions �rst designed and built a modular, self-supporting aluminum 
frame, measuring 30’ H, to go around a series of multilevel fountains, and 
then printed dye-sublimated tension fabric panels, measuring up to 30’ W x 
20’ H, that would completely cover it. Once complete, PNH Solutions was 
responsible for coordinating the installation of both the frame and the printed 
panels. 

Although PNH Solutions encountered some dif�culties designing the modular 
frame, due to its irregular shape, the main challenge laid in coordinating the 
installation. Without the possibility of using scaffolding or a motorized lift, 

PNH Solutions had to �nd an innovative way to install it, within the limited space 
constraints of the shopping center.
 
Despite those challenges, the project was complete on-time and to the client’s entire 
satisfaction. By creating a strong focal point that was visible throughout the �ve stories of 
the shopping center, PNH Solutions successfully helped attract people to the activity.  

OTHER CUSTOM SOLUTIONS



FROM VIMY TO JUNO: 
REMEMBERING CANADIANS IN FRANCE

To honor the contribution of the Canadian soldiers in France during both world wars, PNH Solutions completed the print and hardware portion 
of the main scenic element that was part of a new temporary exhibit, entitled ‘From Vimy to Juno: Remembering Canadians in France,’ at the 
Juno Beach Center, in Courceulles-sur-Mer, France.

PNH Solutions was mandated to manage all aspects of production related to the main scenic element, including the structural design and 
manufacturing process. As it had to be shipped abroad by a maritime container, PNH Solutions improved its original design, so that it could be 
installed easily. Made of square stainless steel sections and covered with printed dye sublimated tension fabric, the piece, measuring 16‘ W x 
16’ H x 8‘ D, was built, printed, preassembled and dismantled in PNH Solutions’ production facility in Montreal, Quebec

As a modular structure, PNH Solutions had to be sure that the measurements of each stainless steel square section and of each printed 
tension fabric panel were exact. Moreover, as the structure had to be installed in a complex volumetric space, between large, wooden beams, 
PNH Solutions completed a 3D drawing of the structure and the exhibit hall to make sure that it could be 
incorporated into the designated space.

Due to the design, the selection of materials, the quality of the manufacturing process and the close attention 
to detail during all stages of production, PNH successfully completed the main scenic element of the exhibit 
on time for the grand opening. Once it arrived in France, the structure was unpackaged and installed both 
easily and quickly. With its complex and original form, the piece played an important role in captivating and 
informing the public on the role of the Canadians soldiers in both world wars and how their memory has 
been honored in France.

OTHER CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
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